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• Libra
• ENTJ
• Enneagram 8w7
• NOT a crisis management professional





InterWorks is a people-focused consultancy, 
delivering tech solutions to clients in search 

of premier service and expertise.



The Way Our Clients Meet Tech

Infrastructure
The backbone of your business 
operations, built for efficiency.

Data Management
Maintaining consistent and quality 

data at scale, all primed for analysis.

Enablement
Creating empowered, independent 
communities that are built to last.

Analytics
The practice of bringing data to 

life to uncover meaningful insight. Strategy
Connecting the dots and 

charting a path to success.

What We Do



Our Clients
(At least a few of them)



On to the Presentation



Here’s What We’re Talking About
• Boy Scouts, tornadoes and why reliable data matters
• Data and the COVID-19 crisis
• How InterWorks clients are responding
• Strategies and resources to become better data stewards



Chapter 1
Scouts, Tornadoes, Data



It Started with Eagle Scouts
• What is an Eagle Scout?
• Eagle Scout = highest rank in Boy Scouts
• Requires many badges and a board of review
• Culminates with a community service project



Eagle Project Snapshot
• My project began in 2002
• Began with the question: 

“Where are storm shelters located?”
• Worked with Woodward County LEPC to 

distribute 7,000 surveys
• A follow-up Eagle Project utilized survey 

responses to map shelters using GPS



Fast Forward to April 14, 2012





The Damage
• EF3 tornado
• 6 killed, 28 injured
• 89 homes,13 businesses damaged or destroyed
• State of emergency declared for county
• Federal disaster declaration denied
• 2+ years to process insurance claims



What Did We Learn?
• DATA COLLECTION CAN SAVE LIVES (AND RESOURCES)

• Shelter location data greatly assisted EMS efforts
• Modern radar and storm tracking methods were invaluable

• YOUR DATA SOURCE MATTERS
• Sirens failed, and local radio coverage >>> regional TV coverage
• Social media is amazing, awful and sometimes absurd

• DATA DRIVES DECISIONS
• Shelter data validated and progressed public safety improvements
• The good, the bad and the ugly of insurance claims analysis

• FIBERGLASS INSULATION IS LIKE GLITTER
• It never goes away …



Chapter 2
Global Pandemics, Chicken Sandwiches, New Normal 



Unknown to Emergent in 3 Months
• Dec. 31 – Cases of “pneumonia from an unknown cause” emerge in Wuhan, 

Hubei, China
• Jan. 21 – Cases reported in Japan, South Korea, Thailand and US
• Jan. 30 – Cases top 9k worldwide, declared global health emergency
• Feb. 24 – US markets react, dropping 1k+ points
• March 6 – $8.3 billion emergency spending approved in US
• March 11 – Outbreak categorized as a pandemic
• March 13 – US declares national state of emergency
• April 2 – Cases top 1m
• April 15 – Cases top 2m

A better timeline: 
https://www.who.int/news-room/detail/08-04-2020-who-timeline---covid-19

https://www.who.int/news-room/detail/08-04-2020-who-timeline---covid-19


Source: https://interworks.com/blog/2020/04/14/covid-19-data-viz-united-states

https://interworks.com/blog/2020/04/14/covid-19-data-viz-united-states


What Has Data’s Role Been?
• Data was largely ignored or downplayed at first
• People took notice when data became relevant to them
• Data sharing (good and bad) increases
• Data vocabulary increases 
• Data eventually drove governmental, economic and social decisions



Show Me the Industry Examples



Healthcare Client Examples
• NATIONALIZED HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS

• Have robust analytics frameworks already
• Distribution of tests, cases, deaths, staffing and resources 
• Need to consolidate disparate data sources
• Need timely and accurate data
• Lots of predictive analytics

• HOSPITAL NETWORKS
• Analytics frameworks are variable, which can require modernization
• Distribution of cases, deaths, staffing resources (specifically PPE)
• Need to incorporate many new users at a rapid pace

• PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES
• Production and distribution of tests in conjunction with governments/hospitals



Source: https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/#local-authorities

https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/#local-authorities


Financial Services Client Examples
• INVESTMENT FIRMS

• Have robust analytics practices
• Volatility analysis
• Faster decisions on portfolio management changes
• Better snapshots and KPIs for executives 

• BANKS
• Variable analytics practices
• Cashflow, new loans, etc.
• Local IT clients dealing with unprecedented infrastructure challenge with WFH



Restaurant & Retails Client Examples
• RESTAURANTS

• Big chains have robust analytics frameworks, yet still difficult to get accurate data when 
heavily franchised

• Sales, staffing, food distribution, individual store performance
• Drive thru vs. in-store

• RETAIL
• Sales, staffing, individual store performance
• Big emphasis on online sales analytics



One Standout Example
• A well-known, national chicken chain
• Saw what most restaurants saw, step decline of in-store sales
• Thanks to robust analytics, they noticed drive-thru was up 100%
• Also noticed average order size was larger
• This enabled them to quickly adjust staffing and drive thru policies
• Result is that they have mitigated losses and may potentially come out 

of this crisis with a bump in profits



Chapter 3: Lessons & Application



The Big Takeaways
• PEOPLE CARE WHEN DATA IS RELEVANT

• Always consider your audience’s attitudes
• Don’t make people burn too many calories in consuming data

• PREPARATION IS KEY, KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
• Nobody needs data … until they need it
• Good preparation saves lives, resources, etc.

• ANALYTICS ARE AN ASSET
• Common narrative is analytics are a cost center, but they can become a profit center
• The ability to act quickly on insights is a game-changer

• YOU’RE NOT ALONE
• Many organizations have the same exact challenges, find those people and connect
• Unexpected collaborations often yield impactful results



How You Can Data Better
• START SMALL

• Start by considering which data matters most to you
• Pick a small project, measure results, do it again

• LEVEL UP YOUR SKILLS
• Even if your organization doesn’t have the tools you want, you can improve
• Don’t feel limited by your role

• ASK FOR HELP
• Start by asking internally – you never know who might have valuable data or skills
• Seeking expert help can accelerate your progress

• STAY INSPIRED
• There are incredible analytics resources out there – always be a knowledge consumer
• Look outside your industry for unexpected inspiration
• Don’t share memes blindly



Resources to Help You Level Up
• Tableau Software’s COVID-19 Data Hub

https://www.tableau.com/covid-19-coronavirus-data-resources

• Free Tableau Training Videos
https://www.tableau.com/learn/training/20201

• SQL Resources & Community
https://www.pass.org/
https://www.codecademy.com/learn/learn-sql

• General Inspiration
https://fivethirtyeight.com/

https://www.tableau.com/covid-19-coronavirus-data-resources
https://www.tableau.com/learn/training/20201
https://www.pass.org/
https://www.codecademy.com/learn/learn-sql
https://fivethirtyeight.com/


The best way to keep growing is to keep learning. 
Check our useful resources below, and be sure to 
keep in touch on social media.

Our Resources
interworks.com/blog/
interworks.com/community/case-studies/
interworks.com/community/events/

Follow Us on Social
Simply search for @interworks on 
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn or Instagram.

Keep Learning.
Stay Connected.



Reach Out!
• Email:

garrett.sauls@interworks.com

• LinkedIn: 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/garrettsauls

mailto:garrett.sauls@interworks.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/garrettsauls


Thanks for Attending!
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